ULTIMATE
EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS
Following more than a decade of award-winning excellence, IsoTek has unleashed
the Ultimate range – the final word in ultra-high-end power cleaning components.
Revolutionary technology and unrivalled expertise have created two cutting-edge
solutions able to completely transform the performance of
any high-quality audio or AV system.
Super Titan dramatically improves upon the
original Titan Direct-Coupled© design circuit.
And then there’s Genesis: the world’s
first ultra-low-distortion, multiple mains
generator, which creates from a zero point a
totally pure re-built mains sine wave.
Whatever your budget, IsoTek delivers the
world’s best power cleaning solutions for
lovers of high quality sound.
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YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

£3,000 - £12,500

£12,500 - £30,000

£50,000 +

EVO3
SUPER TITAN
Hi Fi World
5 Globe Winner

32 AMP
THERMAL
CIRCUIT
BREAKER
AND RCD

Super Titan is the ultimate statement in high-current power conditioning
technology, delivering extremely low-impedance, high-current power
conditioning for high-end power amplifiers, with a transient ability of 35,500W.
Super Titan is the world’s most powerful audiophile mains conditioner.
Removes

both Common Mode and
Differential Mode mains noise.

RFI

reduction 85dB.

Independent

outlets – no outlets are
connected together, stopping Differential
Mode mains noise cross-contamination.

ULTIMATE

Unique
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conditioning network incorporating a
group of four seven-stage filters in a series
parallel configuration, delivering extremely
low-impedance, high-current power.

KERP©

(Kirchoff’s Equal Resistance Path)
ensures equal resistance and equal power
delivery across all outlets.

135,000A

of instantaneous protection,
featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential
protection system with earth fault protector.

Four

outlets delivering 7,360W continuous
power with 35,500W transient ability.

Unique

ISIS© isolation system – 
totally eliminates resonance from the 
sub-chassis of Super Titan.

Available

with 32A, UK, EU and US outlets.

135,OOO AMP
PROTECTION

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT

4 x 7 STAGE FILTER

4 x 7 STAGE FILTER

4 x 7 STAGE FILTER

4 x 7 STAGE FILTER

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT

K.E.R.P

POLARIS-X

“What I heard surprised and
shocked me – for the first time,
I was listening to the music 
and not the hi-fi.”
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“IsoTek’s Super Titan is
awesome. We’d say Super Titan
will improve the sound of any
hi-fi system it’s used with. It will
allow you to hear exactly how
your equipment is performing.”
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